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A Viking walks into a barâ€¦Nikki Wolf wished that was the beginning of a bad bar joke.

Unfortunately, it was her crazy grandfather looking for her â€¦ dressed in full Viking regalia. All she

had wanted was to get a few hours away from her slightly insane family.â€¦ and gets thrown out on

his ass by a sexy werewolf.Cruz Morales started his first shift as a bouncer at the Thirsty Wolfe an

hour ago. His boss said the place could get crazy, but Vikings? Really? At first, he couldnâ€™t

understand what the senile old man was shouting about. Then he spotted the sexy brunette hiding

underneath a table. He didnâ€™t know who the hell she was to the old man or why she was hiding,

but the beast inside him knew one thing for sure: she would be his.
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Sassy Ever After: Kindle World Novella OH MY WORD This book had me laughing so hard!!! Jessie

Lane wrote not only the best book to fit in this world romance wise, but also it had the perfect

amount of humor.This is Nikki Wolf (no e) and Cruz's story. Cruz is a wolf shifter and lost his mate

and daughter five years before. When it happened he decided to live away from the pack he was

with and no longer take a chance on finding his "true mate". His mate was not his true mate but

someone who was a high school girlfriend who he loved. His old Alpha sent him away to a new



pack who happen to be led by wolves named Wolfe. Cruz goes to work at the Sassy Wolfe and

won't you know he happens to ...Well you need to find out what happens this is one story you

REALLY HAVE TO READ.I personally plan to read more from Jessie Lane. If all her books are like

this one.... or close to it she will have a one click reader for life!

This is Cruz and Nikki's story and lol what a story. Cruz lost his mate and daughter five years ago.

His alpha fearing he would go rogue sends him to a new pack the Wolfe pack. When he goes to

work the first day he finds something he never wanted his true mate. Nikki loves her family. Even

her granddad who thinks he's a Viking. But a girl just needs a break sometimes. She goes into the

bar hoping to get just a few minutes of peace. Well nothing ever goes as planned but their could be

something better. OMG I laughed so hard at this book. It's so good. I love this series.

This book had me almost ROFL during the first couple of pages with Nikki's grandfather Papa Ai

acting like a Viking and waving a sword around. After her brother breaks a bone in her foot Nikki

goes to The Thirsty Wolfe to get a drink, While she is there her grandfather comes in yelling about

Odin and Valhalla and waving his sword around again while looking for her. Nikki is under the table

when Cruz the bouncer first sees her and realizes she is his true mate. I really liked their first date.

this book was really good till the very end

Not only did I absolutely love this story but Jessie Lane had me cracking up!Nikki's family is

hysterical and the perfect compliment to the great romance that builded over a very rocky start. Cruz

trying to start again in a new pack and finding a second chance at love and family meets, and mates

his true mate. The chemistry between all the characters even the supporting characters is just

perfect!

Papa Ai is officially my favourite and I need him as my grandfather now.What a beautiful story with

love redemption and a whole lot of crazy people who I feel in love with.The author didn't cramp her

short Novella with s heap of side characters but the ones she did where there for a reason. It was a

great reading and I will be searching more from this authir

This was a really great story about opening your heart to love after devastating heartbreak... Nikki

and Cruz do not have a very good first meeting but knowing that she is his true mate Cruz will do

whatever it takes to win her over... this book had me laughing with the crazy antics of Nikkis family...



Absolutely hysterical! Really enjoyed the playfulness of the characters and their word play. While

not completely comedic it had just the right amount of emotion to make both H/h feel real. I do love

my HEA's.Thank you Ms. Lane for bringing a little laughter to my day.

Yet another great read from a series of them!All the quirky and loveable characters you could ever

enjoy, and enthralling plots to engage the imagination. If you like a good laugh and epic love stories,

you'll want to read this entire series.
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